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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Am going to concentrate on those RDA developments with direct impact on music cataloging.



RDA since MLA 2008
 First  … what was out there?
 Draft of Sections 2-4, 9 (December 2007)

 Chapter 6 on naming works
 Generalizing all music rules proved too difficult in short time frame
 Rules for constructing preferred access points for music largely 

carried over from AACR2,
 Major exception: removal of the concept of “Selections”
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Generalizing—draft did put most instrumental works under the general rules as far as what elements would be in the preferred access point, but still had to go to special rules to construct the title portion.



LC/12
 Issued Feb. 6, 2008 (right before MLA)
 Not only a response to RDA draft, but proposals to 

introduce changes to cataloging practice.
 MLA response—support for many proposals;  

reservations about:
 “Non-distinctive” and “distinctive” titles
 Recording non-distinctive titles in original language except for a 

small list of instrumental forms
 Naming cadenzas with the preferred access point for the 

“target” work, regardless of who composed then.
 Using “found terms” to name large ensembles
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Non-distinctive—LC wished to clearly divide the title world into 2 camps; opined that “type of composition” did not adequately cover all titles that would not be considered “distinctive”  Some issues with definitions.Original language—LC saw as simplifying, honoring principle of representation; MLA saw as dilution of collocation function.Cadenzas—not all cadenzas for particular pieces; differing relationship to “target” work between recorded and published iterationsLarge ensembles—LC saw as being more representational; MLA identified issues with translating such terms, ambiguities over terms such as “wind ensemble,” difficulties in causing issues with numbered sequences of works where a more-granular approach to medium statement would preclude the use of serial numbering (e.g. Mendelssohn symphonies)



The May Group
 JSC charges the North American constituencies with 

drafting of music portions of Chapter 6 to the North 
American constituencies and MLA

 Meeting at LC on May 16—participants
 Judith Kuhagen (LC)—moderator
 Geraldine Ostrove, David Sommerfield (LC)
 Mark Scharff, Steve Henry (MLA)
 John Attig, Kathy Glennan (ALA; Kathy also MLA)
 Daniel Paradis (CCC)
Subsequent teleconference on May 28
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The non-North American constituencies either shared concerns expressed by ALA or CCC, or endorsed LC/12 as is.  The JSC considered specialists the best hope for resolving issues and producing a “drop-in text.”Meeting resolved some large issues:Libretti are works, but not musical works.  A principled approach requires that they be named using the name of the writer.  Still some issues on what preferred access points will look like when librettist is same person as composer.  Prompted proposal for Alternative Title of Work (6.2.3)Cadenzas are musical works.  Preferred access point will include the name of the cadenza’s composer and the cadenzas title (supplied if needed).  Still some issues about what their relationship is to “target” work.Better definition of “medium of performance”Agreement on terms “distinctive” and “non-distinctive” for types of titles, though differences on how to define them.Agreement on the hierarchy of sources to use in choosing title to be the basis for a preferred title.Agreement on revised definition of “key”Agreement to include provisions to construct variant access points from non-distinctive titles.



Then …
 Summer silence
 Why?
 Areas of discussion and some proposals from May Group went 

beyond contents of LC/12
 Need for a document for non-participatory constituencies to 

review (BL, CILIP, ACOC)
 Vacations, IFLA 
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When the May Group went outside of LC/12, it got into areas where there was no input from the other constituencies.



Finally … LC/12/followup
(AKA “Son of LC/12”)
 Issued on Halloween 2008
 Resolved some issues
 Left others unresolved
 Created new issues
 MLA response
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Incorporated an earlier JSC decision to present the instructions for recording the preferred title and other related data elements before instructions on formulating preferred access points.  The instructions for recording data were intended to produce “access-point-ready” elements.  The modifications, omissions, and conditionality of when and how to record the elements that resulted was very confusing to reviewers, and remains (IMHO) a weakness of the document.LC/12/followup looked like it had resolved, or moved closer to agreeable stances, on the four issues we saw several slides ago.Unresolved issues included how to construct access points for parts of works when the part has a non-distinctive title (e.g. Carulli, Fernando, 1770-1841. Divertimenti, guitar, op. 18. Sonate).  The instructions suggested that such a part title would go through the same sorts of manipulations as it would if it were the main title (e.g. Translation, singular/plural, addition of other elements) before being recorded.  Also unaddressed were concerns about gaps in instructions for ordering statements of medium of performance in access points.A new issue arose in that while the concept of “Selections” returned to RDA, the instructions for collective preferred titles made its addition for incomplete compilations optional.  Also, in trying to incorporate LCRI 25.30B4 into RDA, the proposal overgeneralized it, so that works by Twentieth-Century composers who wrote pieces for different sorts of keyboard instruments could end up being described as being for an anointed instrument.  (e.g. Petr Eben’s sonatas for piano vs. Harpsichord; Elliott Carter Sonata, harpsichord, woodwinds, violoncello)



And … LC/12/followup/2
 Issued Dec. 4, 2008
 Proposals that had not been discussed by JSC and were 

not areas of consensus among May Group
 MLA response
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Reversed some of the things we thought were settled: 1) went back to small list of translated non-distinctive titles; 2) went back to found terms for large ensembles.Left unresolved some differences about the desired scope of 6.28.1.3, which was the old AACR2 rule about “musico-dramatic” works with new words being named with the preferred access point of the original work with a parenthetical addition.  



And … LC/12/followup/LC response
 Mostly wordsmithing, but a few substantive points
 Issued Feb. 2, 2009
 No formal MLA response yet
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Largest single change—proposal to change “Orchestra music” to “Orchestral music” in list of collective titles.



Meanwhile …
 Draft of Full RDA appears
 Issued Nov.  17, 2008
 900+ pages
 Instructions and Appendices
 Workflows, Housekeeping documents separate
 Reorganization of Chapter 6—instruction for choosing and 

recording preferred titles now precede instructions for 
constructing preferred access points.

 Chapter 6 draft otherwise largely that of the earlier draft.
 Comment deadline was Feb. 2
 MLA feedback in CC:DA wiki



Full draft—highlights for music
 Data elements for content type, media type, carrier 

type—information previously found in GMD and 
elsewhere (Chp. 3, Chp. 6)

 Still some vagueness as to status of containers as sources 
for title proper of resources. (Chp. 2)

 Recordings contents of a compilation with a collective 
title removed from realm of transcription—now is 
expressing a relationship (Chp. 25)

 Relationship designators (Appendix I, J, K)



What’s next?
 JSC meeting in Chicago, March 12-20
 Review feedback on final draft
 Make a decision on the LC/12 documents
 As much as possible, finalize text

 June 2009—JSC scheduled to deliver final text to ALA 
Publishing for entry into the online platform

 3rd quarter of 2009—RDA published
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Mark and Kathy will attend and assist with presentation of ALA position during the discussion of the LC proposals.



And then what?
 Some constituencies may adopt RDA right away
 U.S.—testing period precedes decision on 

implementation
 3 national libraries + ca. 20 other libraries, museums, etc.
 3 months of orientation, 3 months of cataloging
 Free RDA access
 Core set of resources to be cataloged by all in both AACR2 

and RDA—other materials as acquired by participants
 LC will distribute its records in both AACR2 and RDA
 Documents and methodology to be on public Web site
 “Informal testing”



After the test …
 Three-month assessment period
 Criteria
 Cost-effectiveness
 Ease of use
 Compatibility with existing data

 Implementation decision
 Development of implementation scenarios
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Scenarios—decisions on display conventions, choosing or rejecting options and alternatives



RDA the Product
 Online only
 3 “tabs”
 Instructions
 Toolkit—schemas, workflows, annotation/bookmarking tools
 Additional resources—links to external cataloging tools

 Sophisticated tools for navigation, customizing displays of 
instructions and examples

 Toolkit would allow creation of documents, records, etc. 
that could be shared

 Demo should be available in late February
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Saw demonstration at ALA Midwinter.  Will likely be demonstrated at regional and special-library gatherings in the next 4-5 months.



RDA Issues
 Lack of a print product
 Pricing structure
 RDA and Cataloger’s Desktop
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ALA Publishing has no firm plans to issue any print version of RDA.  Rationales include: 1) inherently non-linear nature of the product as written (amply demonstrated in the PDF files available); 2) lack of bells and whistles; 3) too many large issues left hanging, and others untested.  If market is verified for a print product, it would have to have a separate editorial process.Pricing structure is still tentative.  Floated at Midwinter: a 3-tier structure.  In all instances, what is being paid for is access to a Web site; there are no plans to market a client/server product.a) One-time purchase of a static Web site containing instructions (Tab 1), ca. $100/$125; 
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